
A REMARKABLE INCIDENT IN T H E LIFE-
HISTORY OF T H E WATER-RAIL. 

B Y 

E. L. TURNER. 

I HAD the Water-Rail (Rallus aquaticus) figured here 
under observation for a month, as I was particularly 
anxious to secure photographs of the young when 
fledged. Perhaps the most astonishing fact with regard 
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to this particular bird is that she did hatch off her brood, 
because both Mr. Farren and I so subjected her to the 
ordeal by camera that I do not know how long we kept 
her from the nest between us, but I can answer for three 
hours on June 16th and again on the 21st. But on June 
27th two of the seven eggs showed signs of breaking, 
and early on the morning of the 28th I went again, 
hoping to find the chicks out and to secure a photograph 
of them before they slipped away. However, the 
female was still brooding, but over five eggs only. Her 
whole attitude showed intense nervous excitement, 
which apparently had nothing to do with the proximity 
of my camera. Almost as soon as I was ready for her 
the bird came running back to the nes t ; not with 
doubtful hesitancy, as on previous occasions, but with 
an entirely self-absorbed business-like air. During the 
whole of the first two hours while I watched she 
incessantly uttered a curious purring noise, exactly like 
the sound a contented happy squirrel makes when it 
comes to be petted. This sound seemed to be ventral, 

and not guttural, for there was absolutely no movement 
of the throat, only a continuous slight jerking of the tail. 
Whether running to the nest or brooding this " purring " 
was unceasing, except when now and again she gave 
forth the usual " sharming " call note, which her mate 
would respond to, either by " sharming " or " groaning " 
whenever he came near ; the male bird also " purred." 
Twice he fed the hen on the nest, but from behind, so 
tha t owing to the thick tangle of reeds, I was unable to 
secure a photograph of the two together. I also heard 
a faint " cheep, cheep," which led me to suppose he had 
with him the first newly-hatched chick, though I did not 
actually see it. Once the male changed places with the 
female and settled down to brood, but the sharp rattle 
of my shutter drove him away. I should not have 
known any difference between the two birds had not 
they changed places under my eye, when, by a closer 
observation of the male, I noticed that his bill was 
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considerably larger, and the upper mandible a much 
brighter red, than that of the female. 

The moment her mate fled the female returned and 
seizing one of the already chipped eggs she enlarged the 
hole, as shown in Plate IV., and then contentedly settled 
down, purring and jerking her tail all the time. I wish 
to call particular attention to the third photograph 
(Plate V.), which shows the hen brooding contentedly, 
a position she maintained for an hour while I watched ; 
because it seems to me that my presence was not sufficient 
to account for her subsequent extraordinary behaviour. 
As a rule the Water-Rail is one of the most wary of 
sitters-—more keenly alert and sensitive to the slightest 
sound than any bird I know ; but on this occasion she 
more than once allowed me to change my plate without 
disturbing herself in the slightest. The nervous anxiety 
she did display was purely maternal ; wrapt in her own 
meditation, she seemed lost to outside influences. As 
for me, I was keenly interested and not willing to disturb 
he r ; however, seeing the keeper, James Vincent, 
approaching at the end of the appointed two hours, 
I dropped the shutter ; the Rail did not move till foot
steps approached. 

I asked Vincent to examine the eggs and report progress. 
Two of the young were out, and he removed the broken 
shells. Then the excitement began. The female 
returned, stood on tip-toe, peeped into the nest, and 
quick as thought seized one youngster by the neck and 
carried him off. So rapid and unexpected was this 
manoeuvre that I had barely time to secure my picture 
(Plate VI.), but the atti tude in which she is caught shows 
to advantage the real elegance of the Water-Rail, for 
on the nest she fluffs herself out and looks twice her 
natural size, whereas she is really slim and dainty. No 
sooner had I changed my plate than she was back again, 
and this time seized the second unfortunate and 
bedraggled-looking chick by the head, and whisked him 
off (Plate VII.). She then returned for the third, not 
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yet out of the shell, and seizing him by the shoulder 
removed him shell and all (Plate VIII.), and the fourth 
also in like manner (Plate IX.). There remained only 
one addled egg, but though this formed a very difficult 
task, after several unsuccessful efforts she succeeded in 
getting a firm grasp of it (Plate X.), and disappeared. 
All these five photographs were taken in less than ten 
minutes. 

After this the bird returned twice and just peeped into 
the nest, and, thus apparently satisfied as to its emptiness, 
we saw her no more. 

We diligently searched the reeds for the missing birds, 
but found only the addled egg, some eight feet away, 
and one half-fledged chick, that must have been in the 
water many hours, evidently one of those removed from 
the nest on the 27th. We replaced the egg, covered up 
the nest and went away, hoping that, like the Great 
Crested Grebe and Coot, the Water-Rail would bring 
back her young to the old home for a day or two ; but 
on the 29th the nest was wet and cold, evidently there 
had been no return ; and though we made a long search 
in its vicinity, no trace of the birds, old or young, could 
be found. 

I can give no explanation of the cause of this behaviour 
on the part of my Water-Rail, and do not know whether 
it is ordinary or extraordinary ; the fact that two young 
ones disappeared before the 28th seems to show that these 
birds are in the habit of removing their newly-hatched 
or partly-fledged young. This is a story without an 
ending, because so far we have failed to discover the 
whereabouts of the missing birds. Perhaps another 
season, by carefully watching and not attempting to 
photograph the Water-Rail, some further light may be 
thrown upon this very interesting point. After all, 
this bird is my " totem " and ought to reveal her secrets 
to me. 




